


SYNOPSIS
Super close Mother Lyn and daughter Iona are excited for their new life in a new 
town. Determined to make a success of things after a tricky start, Iona becomes 
‘best friends’ with Keely, Stacey and Chelsea. Used to being Iona’s bestie herself, 
Lyn feels left out. So Lyn also makes friends with Belinda, her neighbour. As much 
as Lyn and Iona pretend to each other that things are going great, things aren’t 
going great for either of them. Iona struggles with the girls, who act more like 
frenemies than friends, and Belinda won’t give Lyn her stepladders back. Both 
mother and daughter retreat into fantasy and lies.

"A beautiful and thoroughly heartbreaking story. An amazing feature debut"
Screen Anarchy

"A moving, complex, thoroughly singular debut" Variety
"A stunning female coming-of-age fantasy" Indiewire

"Audiences will fall in love with these endearing characters" Birth Movies Death

An all-girl gothic fairy tale set in the British working-class suburbs.



You only get one opportunity to make your first feature film so it felt important for 
PIN CUSHION to be as ‘me’ as possible.

I feel it’s important to make films about these subjects because I would love to 
see a film like this, especially at times when I’ve been struggling. And the fact is 
that female stories such as these are rarely seen on the big screen, and if they 
are, they’re often not from a female storyteller. This motivated me even more. Of 
course making a film so personal is scary because it is so exposing.

One of the main themes of PIN CUSHION is precisely about being trapped in pre-
senting a version of yourself. Which happens to all of us, but particularly women. 
As a filmmaker, it was important for me to be authentic and invest myself in this 
story, which meant opening myself up. I was going through the most horrendous 
time in my personal life, and that somehow made me feel strong. And bold. And 
made me just go for it. I felt I wanted to shout out to the universe and see if it 
replied. All of a sudden I felt I wanted to embrace all this stuff, not edit myself, 
not censor my taste. I didn’t want to play it safe. I wanted to listen to my gut and 
say my belly likes these actors, I love these colours, I respond to this music, I 
feel these costumes feel right for this world. So I made myself open to all these 
wonderful collaborators I was lucky enough to work with, and found they in turn 
responded by doing the same. Everyone just came on board with such enormous 
love and we mixed our creative DNA together. Yumminess!

I’ve learnt so much by making PIN CUSHION. I’ve learnt that I’ll always be learning 
and that is how it should be. Striving to tell more stories, striving to work with bril-
liant teams. Sharing minds and talents.

My vision for PIN CUSHION is/was nothing more complicated than to attempt to 
put the images from inside my head upon the page and then transfer them to the 
big screen without any interference from my dreaded Inner Critic. I hope we have 
achieved that and made an original film. When I watch it I can’t see how I would 
have done any of it differently. I hope that by making a film this personal that 
others will recognise stuff they feel to be true about themselves, and I hope they 
feel less alone because of it.

Deborah Haywood

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT



A small movie primed to make a big impact, PIN CUSHION premiered at Venice, 
with Humphries saying, “You want it to be recognised by the international industry, 
that this is a new voice to watch and be invested in and want to see more from.” 
But its true mission is to touch people’s lives.

“I want it to resonate with a wider female audience,” he continues. “It won’t be in 
multiplex cinemas but it’s not in the corner for arthouse, either – it’s fun and quick, 
emotional, funny, dark. If people find it, it will appeal. The young actors we had 
involved were saying, ‘Oh my god, I’ve never seen this before’. They were excited 
by it.”

“I just want people to watch it and respond to it,” says Haywood. “If anyone watches 
it and gets something from it, I’ll be so thrilled. I’m glad I’m not a teenager now. 
It would be unthinkable. There’s no respite. And if you stay off social media, you 
get bullied for that as well. A lot of my mates have got teenage daughters so it 
comes up all the time. And I often do community work where I work with girls from 
Swadlincote who have been singled out for some reason – they’ve been excluded, 
or live in a refuge, stuff like that. When I’m around them I hear about it. It makes 
me shudder.”

Scanlan says that bullying has never been part of her own life, but she is all too 
aware of just how bad it can be for girls today. “I certainly feel there is an extre-
mely harsh culture about what is acceptable in terms of femininity,” she says. “It’s 
so narrow, so hideous. The truth is that the human spectrum is much more com-
plex, rich, diverse.”

STAKES OF THE FILM



Cresswell nods. “A lot of girls are dealing with that. I have girl cousins, and what 
they go through at school, with cliques, and Instagram...” She takes a breath. “Girls 
now wear leggings as trousers and have crop tops. It’s over- sexualising young 
girls, and then men – or boys – expect this certain thing because they’re seeing 
this image on Instagram and Facebook and Twitter. Then there’s a lot of pressure 
for lads, as well – they’re on steroids or going to the gym. Everything is heightened 
to a point where keeping the appearance up is very, very stressful.”

Suttie points out that bullying is not limited to classrooms and playgrounds. “It’s 
not just confined to school; it’s in the workplace, in relationships,” she stresses, 
before highlighting that it’s now worse than it’s ever been. “People are in their 
phones or laptops, social networking. They can feel very lonely and tend to put the 
best aspects of their lives online, or things that aren’t even true, but positive. So 
it’s easy to think everyone else is OK and you’re not.”

So here’s the big question: can PIN CUSHION offer some sort of solace, if only to 
entertain for a couple of hours while also showing viewers with a personal connec-
tion – which is, to varying degrees, all of us – that they are not alone? Newmark 
thinks so. “I haven’t ever seen a film like this,” she says. “If I had, it definitely would 
have brought some comfort. I can’t say if it would have changed anything but it 
would have been a hand in darkness. But I’m not the only one experiencing these 
things. Perhaps it can give that hand to young girls.”



DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY

PRODUCER’S BIOGRAPHY

Deborah Haywood was born in the UK, in Swadlincote, a small (now ex) mining 
town in The Midlands. This is where PIN CUSHION, and all of her films so far have 
been set.
Following Deborah’s first short film Lady Margaret, Deborah was selected for 
Screen International’s Stars of Tomorrow in 2007. Since then she has made se-
veral more short films, has been nominated for a BIFA, and won awards including 
Best Short Film at Soho Rushes Short Film Festival.
PIN CUSHION, produced by Gavin Humphries, developed with Creative England 
and BFI’s Net.work and funded by the BFI and Dignity Films, is Deborah’s debut 
feature film.
Not having been to film school, Deborah has learnt her craft by following her gut 
instincts, and making short films, mostly through government funded schemes.
Deborah is represented by Mark Casarotto, at Casarotto Ramsay Associates.

Gavin Humphries is a BAFTA nominated and Cannes winning producer having pro-
duced projects with Film4, the British Film Institute, Google, Tate Modern, the BBC 
and Channel 4.
Other credits include feature documentaries THE PEOPLE VS GEORGE LUCAS 
(SXSW, Edinburgh) and BOY CHEERLEADERS for the BBC (Hot Docs, IDFA). He’s 
produced several short films, such as THE CURSE and SEE ME, of which four 
have been selected for Sundance, one nominated by the Royal Television Society 
and three shortlisted for the Oscars.
From 2013-16 he worked with Creative Skillset overseeing over 20million GBP of 
investment in the UK film industry to enable growth in both domestic and interna-
tional production. He’s currently the Executive Producer of global video channel 
Nowness working with numerous world-renowned filmmakers, musicians and ar-
tists.
He’s a member of the Sundance Institute & BAFTA, an alumnus of EAVE and the 
UK’s National Film & Television School.



LILY NEWMARK’S BIOGRAPHY — IONA
LILY NEWMARK’s feature film debut will see her star in the British Film Institute 
feature PIN CUSHION, soon to receive its world premiere at the Venice Interna-
tional Film Festival. This all-female fairy tale set against the backdrop of the UK 
working-class suburbs screened out of competition as a part of the Film Critics’ 
Week strand, Venice Days.
Lily is currently filming a supporting role in new Judd Apatow-produced feature 
film adaptation of Nick Hornby’s best-selling novel JULIET, NAKED, starring Ethan 
Hawke, Rose Byrne and Chris O’Dowd. Following PIN CUSHION she will next be 
seen in the US Indie horror WELCOME TO MERCY, directed by Tommy Bertelsen, 
about a single mother who begins to experience symptoms of the stigmata and 
seeks the help of a local priest and nun to help her understand what is seen and 
unseen. Lily has also completed filming the historical drama BORN A KING, op-
posite Hermione Corfield and Ed Skrein. The film takes place in the 1920s, when 
there was a desire to unify Saudi Arabia and covers the childhood of the future 
King Faisal, who went to England as a child to resolve the conflict.
Lily made her television debut even before she graduated from drama school with 
a recurring role in NBC’s EMERALD CITY.
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Running time: 82 minutes

Made with the support of the BFI’s Film Fund

3 nominations at the BIFAs (British Independent Film Awards):
Most Promising Newcomer — Lily Newmark

The Douglas Hickox Award (Debut Director) — Deborah Haywood
Breakthrough Producer — Gavin Humphries
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a QUARK FILMS production
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